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Basic, affordable materials like ColorCore2 Laminate can be used in highly creative ways to transcend their 
fundamental practicality. Now more flexible than ever, ColorCore2 Laminate offers an assortment of inspiring solid 
colors and patterns that go all the way through–so there is no dark edge.
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ColorCore2 Compact brings together two of Formica Group’s specialty products to create a structural, 
two-sided laminate with a coordinating color through the core. Designed specifically for commercial settings, 
this stunning and durable surface provides endless possibilities for creating fixtures and furniture with 
remarkable structural stability and humidity resistance.

Applications
ColorCore2 Compact is ideal in hotels, restaurants and other 
hospitality settings, as well as retail, office, education and healthcare 
environments. 
Common applications for ColorCore2 Compact include: 
• Restroom partitions  • Wall partitions 
• Tabletops                     • Wall cladding
• Worktops                    • Utility cabinets
• Lockers 928C MOUSE
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Durability and Performance
Not only is ColorCore2 Compact impact, humidity and water resistant, it is 
also easy to clean and maintain. These attributes make it a great choice for 
high-traffic environments where surfaces need to retain their beauty and 
strength over a long period of time.

Fabrication
ColorCore2 Compact does not require a substrate and can be drilled and 
routed to create different forms. The smooth, buffed edges of ColorCore2 
Compact provide a seamless and finished look that requires no 
edgebanding.


